RioNET Single Sign-On (SSO)

What is RioNET SSO?
RioNET SSO is used by many campus technology services as a means of eliminating the need for multiple usernames and passwords. When a service uses RioNET SSO, the user is redirected to the RioNET Sign-in page which requires the user to sign in using their full RioNET email address and RioNET password.

Once signed in, users can continue using that same web browser session to seamlessly transition to other RioNET SSO enabled services without needing to provide a separate username or password. New browser windows and tabs operate in the same way, but using different web browsers (or private browser sessions) will require the user to sign in again.

How do I use RioNET SSO?
Upon initial sign-in to a RioNET SSO service, the RioNET Sign-in page will be displayed. This page will always require a full RioNET email address and RioNET password.

RioNET Information Sheets – Troubleshooting & Assistance Guides
Using technology does not always come easy. What is easy for some, may offer challenges or technical issues for another person. Please reference our Guides for more assistance: https://www.rio.edu/myrio
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